Chili Bar to Georgetown – SoFar area sub group meeting
10/22/18
In attendance: Dana Walsh (USFS), Mike Webb (CalFire), Greg Schwab (Georgetown Fire), Will
Harris (USFS), Craig Thomas (SFL, local home owner), Ray Griffin (FSC), Steven Willis (FSC),
Clive Savacool (Garden Valley Fire).
1. Plan for broadening community outreach/grant opportunities
a. Report on Georgetown FSC
Georgetown FSC has been reorganized to include Georgetown, Garden Valley,
Kelsey, and Greenwood. Next FSC meeting is in Georgetown at Intero Realty
November 5 at 6pm.
The county FSC submitted and was approved for an FY2018 CCI Grant through
CalFire to update the county wide western slope CWPP which is expected to
allow each community council to update their CWPP. Georgetown and
Greenwood need update. Kelsey and Garden Valley need new CWPPs.
b. Next grant cycle is on with a deadline of Dec 19th. Looking to see if there is some
projects ready to move forward for this round. Looking at 300-500K price for
these grants. The idea is to focus on needed work visible to the community to
garner additional capacity/support such as roadside brushing.
i. There is also the opportunity for landscape grants to several million
dollars of funding.
c. FSC is reformatting a community specific brochure developed by Heather
Campbell to be able to be used in other communities.
d. PG&E is likely to have another grant cycle in April. With PG&E grant funding,
Coloma-Lotus FSC performed right of way clearance along Bayne Road which
would tie in with CCI funding options and perhaps leverage some of those funds.
2. Getting CalTrans and EDCO DOT active in rural roadfire/access and evaluation clearing
a. Mike met with CalTrans and CalFire Forester (Tom Tinsley) about fuels reduction
along right away easements. CalTrans is completing hazard mitigation for dead
trees and is now looking at redirecting Lisa Ann Worthington and the funding she
has been allocated.
i. CalTrans has been a missing element in the SOFAR strategy
implementation elements thus far and would be a great additional partner
if we can focus them on roadside fuels reduction in their right of way.
ii. Tom Tinsley is drafting a roadside RX for them to be able to use to design
projects in the absence of them having foresters on their staff. Mike is
encouraging them to do a showcase project along highway 50.
iii. PG&E requested full authority for maintaining right of way clearance
within shared clearance areas with CalTrans. Mike recommended sample
site off 193.
b. County roads department has not had the staffing or capacity to participate in some
of the FSC work and PG&E funded grant work. There is some opportunity for
CCI to fund roadside clearing. Work has been getting done between County road
maintenance dollars and Fire prevention fees with CalFire. Need to update
priorities for the rural roads.
i. Need to determine if the county has the capacity to pursue CCI grants to
fund crews or this or if SOFAR could/should support this effort.
3. Landscape level treatment strategy : BLM, USFS, CalFire
a. There are a mixture of Safe and Effective Fire Fighting and Landscape/Community
resilience projects identified. We need to get some agreements on who will take
the lead on these and move them forward. Funding for planning and
implementation is needed across the board to move forward quickly, otherwise we
are looking at a several year process for even the identified highest priority areas.
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There are options for agreements for BLM to be treated by FS or for all of it to go
through partners.
b. Need to get Mark Egbert in the conversation about how we can develop a multiple
ownership project similar to what is being done in Camino and with BLM on
agreements so that we can move forward with designing and implementing
treatments on their lands.
i. Dana will try and get with Mark outside of this scheduled meeting time if
he has availability and see what we can come up with for options on paths
forward. Dana will also try and figure out agreement options for FS to be
able to do the work on BLM given their limited capacity. This was initially
the plan for Western Georgetown (USFS project in early planning), but
agreements have not been solidified.
4. Funding Strategies
a. There are lots of opportunities through CCI grants, PG&E grants, and likely several
others. We need to show a collective picture on how these projects fit together.
Many can be packaged separately or as a group depending on which is likely to
give us the greatest leverage to get the work moving.
b. This group is a part of SOFAR and should be leveraging the SOFAR funding
committee to help move projects forward as we get them ready. Dana
Recommends tying back in with SOFAR funding committee to look at
opportunities through TCSI or other partners to help with capacity. We should try
and move on some of these grant opportunities for planning and implementation.
5. GIS Data

a. Dana tie in with BLM about past treatment layers.
b. Mike will have his GIS people send Dana the files with his treatment ideas to
include in the FS maps. Dana will then send updated PDFS to Will and others.
6. Other
a. CalFire would like to treat the 11N86 road into Trail Gulch for access/clearance.
Dana will look at moving forward a CE to allow for that work to get done as soon
as she gets the GIS files from Mike.
Next Meeting: Field Review if weather cooperates November 26 – Meet at 9 am at the
intersection of Dark Canyon and Shoo Fly. If it is pouring rain or snowing we will meet at
station 51 as a contingency.

